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ABSTRACT
Memory disaggregation places computing and memory in
physically separate nodes and achieves improved memory
utilization in datacenters. Kernel-based approaches for mem-
ory disaggregation offer transparent virtual memory by us-
ing paging schemes but suffer from expensive page fault
handling. As an alternative, library-based approaches incor-
porate application semantics to memory disaggregation and
can even eliminate page fault handling on its data path. How-
ever, its lack of compatibility harms generality and obstruct
wide adoption.

This paper revisits the paging-based approaches and chal-
lenges their performance. We posit that the page fault over-
head is not a fundamental limitation. We propose DiLOS, a
new memory disaggregating unikernel, that delivers both
performance and generality. The key insight of DiLOS to
overcome performance drawbacks while maintaining gen-
erality lies in the design of a fast, lightweight page fault
handler on top of the unikernel’s simple execution model.
Since each unikernel serves a single application, it also opens
room for extra optimization via app-aware prefetching. Di-
LOS outperforms a recent library-based system (AIFM) by
1.52× and 1.31× when the cache size is 12.5% and 100% of
the total working set, respectively. Compared to the state-
of-the-art paging-based system (Fastswap), DiLOS with a
general-purpose prefetcher achieves up to 2.2× higher per-
formance in real-world workload. An app-aware prefetcher
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further improves the throughput of Redis in-memory data-
base up to 27%.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Resource disaggregation is a new hardware and system par-
adigm to split computation, memory, and storage into indi-
vidual resource pools. Compared with the traditional single-
machine design, resource disaggregation allows independent
scaling and flexible resource provisioning beyond the bound-
ary of a single machine. The benefits are a key driver to
solve the chronic resource under-utilization problem in dat-
acenters [13, 43, 46]. Cloud service providers are building
disaggregated datacenters (DDC) to take full advantage of
resource disaggregation [25].

Memory disaggregation aims to split computing and mem-
ory in the DDC, placing computing and memory in phys-
ically separate nodes. A computing node has a large num-
ber of computational units, while a memory node provides
a large amount of memory with few or no computational
units. Memory disaggregation enables building a large mem-
ory pool shared across compute nodes and overcomes the
memory wall in the cluster of traditional server nodes [2,
12, 32, 43]. Fast networking technologies such as RDMA
and userspace networking have reduced the remote access
latency [45] and accelerated the trend towards memory dis-
aggregation.
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Early efforts to adopt memory disaggregation have mostly
built it as a kernel feature [2, 12, 25, 32, 43]. These kernel-
based approaches recast the existing kernels to migrate pages
between the computing node and the memory node. Comput-
ing nodes evict pages to memory nodes under memory pres-
sure, unmap them in their page table, and fetch them back
on page faults. Since paging changes the address mapping
behind the scene, applications use disaggregated memory
without modification.

The compatibility of the kernel-based approaches, how-
ever, comes with a cost. Frequent kernel-user switching in-
curs non-negligible performance overhead, and semantic
gaps between pages and actual units of access remain as
opportunities for performance improvement. To overcome
these limitations, library-based approaches incorporate ap-
plication semantics to memory disaggregation. AIFM [40]
puts user-level libraries in charge of remote memorymanage-
ment to avoid page faults. Semeru [47] reduces the number
of page faults and network bandwidths by offloading garbage
collection to its memory node. Yet library-based approaches
trade compatibility for performance. AIFM’s programming
model requires annotations for remote objects and mandates
custom C++ API. Semeru only supports JVM-related pro-
gramming languages.
We look back at the burden of the kernel-based model:

Are the costly switching overheads and lack of application
knowledge fundamental limitations of paging? We rehash
existing attempts to relax the mode switching overhead and
the semantic gap, built on top of kernel abstraction. Dune [7]
runs user processes in non-root ring-0 mode while the un-
derlying OS runs in the root mode, allowing the user pro-
cesses to manage paging directly. Unikernels [28, 29] break
the boundary between a kernel and a process and integrate
them together so that all software stack runs in ring-0 mode.
Both approaches eliminate the kernel-user mode switching
in paging, for processes themselves and page fault handling
all run in ring-0 mode. Nevertheless, unikernels have a nar-
rower attack surface and provide more robust isolation than
Dune-like approaches, thus more suitable for datacenter en-
vironments. Moreover, unikernels open doors for additional
improvements by leveraging application semantics; tailoring
a kernel to an application includes optimization on paging
techniques such as app-aware prefetching. In this work, we
propose a unikernel-based memory disaggregation system
that offers both performance and compatibility: DiLOS (Dis-
aggregated Library Operating System). It is paging-based,
but its page fault handler is void of mode-switching over-
head. It incorporates known techniques for performance
optimization, such as prefetching, background write-back,
and fast RDMA communication. Our system supports POSIX
and compatibility follows. In addition, DiLOS exploits ap-
plication semantics in the form of a prefetching guide. The

Figure 1: The x-axis is in `𝑠. The performance break-
down shows page fetching takes up 47.3% of latency.

prefetchers take the guide as a cue for further performance
improvement over general-purpose prefetchers.
To evaluate our claim, we implement DiLOS on an open-

source unikernel, OSv [17], and compare it with the library-
based system, AIFM, and the kernel-based system, Fastswap.
We run the same workload from AIFM and compare the per-
formance. When a compute node has 12.5% and 100% of the
total working set, DiLOS performs 52% and 31% better than
AIFM, respectively, even without modifying applications.
Against Fastswap, DiLOS demonstrates up to 2.2× superior
performance in real-world workload. In addition, DiLOSwith
app-aware prefetcher achieves up to 27% higher throughput
in Redis than DiLOS with a general-purpose prefetcher pro-
posed in recent work [32]. These results demonstrate that
with the simple abstraction and careful engineering on a
lightweight platform, DiLOS offers a competitive and viable
solution for memory disaggregation.

2 MOTIVATION
Existing kernel-based systems take a reactive approach in
remote memory access: when a page not in local memory
raises an explicit page fault, the OS (or hypervisor) fetches the
page in response to the page fault. On the contrary, AIFM [40]
takes a proactive approach: it checks whether an object is in
local or remote memory when dereferencing its pointer. This
approach eliminates page faults in the data path and promises
good performance. However, AIFM forces programmers to
use their APIs and annotate objects. To justify their design
choices, AIFM points out that the kernel-based model has
two fundamental drawbacks: cost of page faults and lack of
application semantics.
Cost of page faults. To understand the cost in kernel-based
systems, we conduct a performance breakdown (Figure 1).
The latency coming from hardware, such as raising and
returning page fault exceptions, takes up only 10.2% (0.67
`seconds) out of total page fault handling latency. The domi-
nant fraction of latency comes from software cost originating
from Linux: large room for performance improvement.
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Unikernels assume a single process environment with a
simple physical memory layout. Compared to Linux, uniker-
nels do not need a complicated virtual address and physi-
cal memory management, inter-process resource controls,
and namespace-based confinement. All page faults occur
within a process, and the page fault handler does not require
inter-process security checks and locks. These optimizations
reduce the handling latency close to the physical hardware
limit.
Lack of application semantics. AIFM uses intrusive se-
mantic hints to optimize policies for fetching and evicting
remote pages, such as fine-grained hotness tracking, prefetch-
ing, and detecting non-temporal accesses. Though unikernels
are not as rich in features as the intrusive approach, zero
cost in application-kernel switching and the highly customiz-
able kernel (library OS) allows applications to leverage their
domain knowledge in customizing prefetchers. Our DiLOS
provides APIs to customize a prefetcher.
This work aims to demonstrate that it is feasible to have

very low-cost page faults and at the same time utilize appli-
cation semantics without any application modification.

3 DESIGN AND KEY COMPONENTS
DiLOS is a paging-based memory disaggregation system
built on a unikernel. DiLOS provides fast remote memory
access without modifying existing applications. In this sec-
tion, we present the design and key components of DiLOS.
We first describe the design overview of DiLOS (§3.1) and
elaborate on key components: the page fault handler (§3.2),
the prefetcher (§3.3), the page manager (§3.4), the communi-
cation module (§3.5), and the memory server (§3.6). Lastly,
we discuss app-aware prefetching (§3.7) and compatibility
of DiLOS (§3.8).

3.1 Design Overview
DiLOS consists of the four key components (fast page fault
handler, prefetcher, page manager, and communication mod-
ule) running on a computing node and a memory server on a
memory node. On a computing node, local physical memory
works as cache for remote memory similar to many mod-
ern disaggregated systems [2, 12, 25, 32, 43]. In the memory
node, a memory server process reserves memory and han-
dles memory requests from computing nodes. Figure 2 shows
the system overview of DiLOS’s computing node. The kernel
is a library operating system containing the application in
the same address space. The application interacts with the
kernel over POSIX system calls. Thus DiLOS supports con-
ventional application binaries compiled from any language.
An application contains an app-aware prefetching guide. The
guide uses the application’s domain knowledge to provide
semantic hints for prefetching. When a customized guide

Kernel Part

Main Code Prefetching Guide

Page ManagerPrefetcher

Direct Mapper

RDMA Backend Driver

Communication
Module

RDMA NIC

Device Driver

VMM-bypass
Data Path

General Algorithm

Page Fault
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Control 
Path

PTE Hit Tracker

Reclaimer

Allocator

CleanerUnified
Page Table
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Host

Application Part

Figure 2: DiLOS system overview

is absent, DiLOS uses a recently proposed general-purpose
prefetcher [32]. The guide is in the form of a third-party
library, which does not require any modification to the ap-
plication’s main code.

3.2 Fast Page Fault Handler
The key idea behind reducing the page fault latency is to
overlap page fault handling and asynchronous network re-
quests. We move the expensive parts in page fault handling,
such as permission checks and page reclaims, after the net-
work request so that they are handled while the network
request is being served.

We combine the local and remote page tables to a unified
page table and store all the information (e.g., remote address)
needed to fetch pages from a memory node. It translates an
application’s virtual address to local physical memory or a
remote address according to the data location. For local cache,
DiLOS follows the Intel page table structure for efficient
memory access. For other cases, DiLOS marks the present
bit in the page table entry (PTE) to zero. DiLOS also marks
the writable bit for the remote address and the user bit for
protection to distinguish an unallocated case. DiLOS uses the
remaining bits to embed the remote address and protection
information. Later, when the application accesses a virtual
address associated with the PTE, a page fault occurs. Then,
DiLOS walks the unified page table and reads the embedded
information. If the PTE is a remote address entry, DiLOS
fetches its page from the memory node. For protected PTEs,
which means there is an outstanding fetch request, the page
fault handler waits for its completion.
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3.3 Prefetcher
Prefetching is a common yet integral mechanism to hide
inevitable hardware latency and network roundtrip time.
DiLOS’s prefetcher reduces overheads in prefetching stack
by bypassing the swap cache. The swap cache is a core data
structure in Linux’s swap system. It stores all prefetched
pages and provides statistical information, such as the hit
ratio and the access history. Modern prefetchers (e.g., reada-
head [14] and Leap [32]) use the statistics to determine the
prefetching window size. However, the swap cache design
incurs a large number of minor page faults, limiting overall
performance. When a prefetching page arrives, Linux stores
it in the swap cache. When the application accesses the page,
minor page fault occurs, and the page fault handler maps the
page in the swap cache. Also, it tracks the minor page faults
to gather statistical information.
DiLOS cuts down on page faults during prefetching via

skipping the swap cache. Instead of storing prefetched pages
into the swap cache, it directly maps them to the page table.
This design reduces the number of page faults and saves the
swap cache lookup latency.
However, bypassing the swap cache also skips gathering

statistical information. DiLOS has another way to track the
statistics: a hit tracker. Upon prefetching, the hit tracker
directly reads accessed bits in the page table entries and
stores accessed addresses in access history. Then, it uses the
information to induce hit ratio.

3.4 Page Manager
When local memory has no room to allocate new pages, Di-
LOS evicts pages in the local DRAM to the memory node.
The design goal of DiLOS’s page manager is cooperative
execution of eviction path and fault handler. It hides its evic-
tion latency to the window of fetching a page. Page eviction
happens by two modules in a background thread: a cleaner
and a reclaimer.
When the page fault handler requests pages for local

DRAM, the page manager allocates free pages. The page
manager inserts the pages into the LRU list and marks them
evictable. The cleaner periodically scans the LRU list from its
tail. If it finds dirty pages (dirty bits in their page table entries
are set), it writes them back (no eviction) to the memory node
and clears the dirty bits. When the system is under mem-
ory pressure, the reclaimer evicts the least recently cleaned
and not-accessed pages first because clean pages are sim-
ply discarded. If there exists no cleaned page, the reclaimer
evicts pages according to the clock algorithm. We observe
that the cooperative execution of the page fault handler, the
cleaner, and the reclaimer enables the latency of performing
page management to be completely hidden within the time
window of fetching a page.

3.5 Communication over RDMA
RDMA is the state-of-the-art communication channel for
memory disaggregation. However, to use RDMA in uniker-
nels, we should port an RDMA driver. We have considered
PVRDMA [37] and HyV [36], but using them requires a non-
trivial effort. Instead, we have built our own RDMA driver
borrowing VMM-bypass [27]’s concept: reusing VMM’s con-
trol path and bypassing VMM in data path.

RDMA has two paths: a control path for managing RDMA
resources and a data path for transferring data. DiLOS and
other disaggregated systems use the control path only at
the initialization stage for establishing connections between
computing nodes and memory nodes. Thereby, we conclude
that the control path does not have to be fast and reuse an
RDMA driver in the hypervisor (Linux). If the RDMA fron-
tend driver receives RDMA control requests, it delivers them
to the RDMA backend driver on the host side via virtualized
device (virtIO). Then, the backend driver translates addresses
in the requests to map an MMIO region. After the mapping,
DiLOS issues requests to the RDMA NIC (RNIC) using the
MMIO region without the driver’s intervention.

3.6 Memory Server
Our memory node runs a memory server as a process. It
reserves memory using 1GB huge TLB pages and registers
them as RDMA memory regions. Huge pages reduce cache
misses in the RDMA NIC; thus, they reduce the number of
address translations in the NIC [49].

3.7 App-aware Prefetching Guide
To improve performance in memory disaggregation, uniker-
nels can incorporate an application’s semantics to customize
the kernel’s operations. Traditional OS has non-negligible
costs at the time scale of handling page faults and exchang-
ing pages over network. For example, a Linux upcall latency
to invoke a user-level handler takes 2-3 `seconds [4, 10],
whereas a single page fault takes 3-4 `seconds. In unikernels,
on the other hand, the costs of system calls and upcalls are
the same as function calls so that an application can spec-
ify user-level policies requiring frequent communication
between the application and the kernel.

DiLOS provides upcall/downcall interfaces for prefetching
guide, and the guide hooks application’s domain knowledge
to customize its prefetching algorithm via the interfaces. If
a page fault happens, the page fault handler issues a fetch
request to the communication module. During fetching, the
handler issues an event with the faulting address and statis-
tics to the guide. Upon receiving the event, the guide uses
application semantic to inform the prefetcher what data to
prefetch.
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However, the application is agnostic to the notion of the
page. From the application’s standpoint, data represents a
virtual address and a size. To fill the semantic gap, DiLOS
supports subpage prefetching. Subpage prefetching is used
when an app-aware guide quickly needs a small amount
of data (not whole page) in a memory node, accelerating
prefetch decisions.

Moreover, the prefetching guide is a shared object module,
it does not require application modification, and DiLOS links
it with the application on runtime if needed.

3.8 Compatibility
To preserve compatibility, DiLOS uses Linux ABI and POSIX-
compliant interfaces. Moreover, to support unmodified off-
the-shelf application binaries, DiLOS patches the symbol
table of the binary to use the DiLOSmemory allocator. DiLOS
has ddc_malloc and a custom ELF loader. The ddc_malloc
is a drop-in replacement of default memory allocator to let
DiLOS identify memory pages that can be evicted to a remote
memory server. During loading an application binary, DiLOS
ELF loader links malloc in PLT and GOT sections to the
ddc_malloc, making application use disaggregatedmemory.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
We build DiLOS on top of OSv [17]. DiLOS is written in 5,085
lines of C/C++ code1. We also modify 576 lines in OSv to link
with DiLOS and 880 lines in QEMU to implement the RDMA
backend driver. The memory node consists of 457 lines of
code. DiLOS has two general-purpose prefetchers: Linux’s
VMA-Readahead algorithm [14] and Leap’s majority trend-
based algorithm [32]. To overcome the semantic gap, DiLOS
also provides an app-driven prefetcher for Redis, described
in §5.2.
We also optimize RDMA configuration. DiLOS posts re-

quests using WQE-by-MMIO, which reduces latency with
the cost of bandwidth [15]. To support the WQE-by-MMIO,
we fix OSv to use a write combining buffer.
Limitations. Since DiLOS is based on OSv unikernel, it in-
herits limitations on the unikernel. Though OSv uses Linux
ABI and runs unmodified Linux binaries [18], it lacks sup-
ports for applications usingmulti-process APIs such as fork(),
vfork(), and clone(). Like Fastswap and AIFM, the current
implementation does not include a fault tolerance mecha-
nism when a memory node fails. To provide fault tolerance,
it is possible to employ Infiniswap’s mechanism [12], which
persists evicted pages to local storage asynchronously.

5 EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate DiLOS over the state-of-the-
art implementations. As a result, DiLOS outperforms AIFM
up to 1.52× and Fastswap up to 2.2×. Moreover, app-aware
prefetcher improves in-memory key-value store performance
27% further.

5.1 Comparison with the State-of-the-Arts
To show the performance enhancement of our design, we
compare DiLOS with the state-of-the-art memory disaggre-
gation implementations, both library-based (AIFM [40]) and
kernel-based (Fastswap [2]).
Since AIFM and its benchmarking suites require appli-

cation modifications and a Shenango runtime [35], which
does not run on unikernels, it is difficult to compare DiLOS
with AIFM directly. Therefore, for a fair comparison with
AIFM, we resort to the only real-world workload already
instrumented in the evaluation of AIFM, DataFrame [33].
We leave it as future work to port the entire suite of AIFM’s
benchmark into the DiLOS environment and conduct a more
rigorous analysis.
Testbed. Our experimental testbed consists of a computing
node and a memory node. Each node has two Intel E5-2670
v3, DDR4 RAM (110G for computing node and 440G for
memory node), and single Mellanox CX556A EDR/100GbE
card. A 100GbE cable connects the two nodes. We use OSv
0.55, QEMU 4.1.1, and Mellanox OFED 5.0 on top of De-
bian 10 (Linux 4.19) for DiLOS. Due to compatibility issues,
Fastswap runs on Ubuntu 16.04 (Linux 4.11) and Mellanox
OFED 4.3, and AIFM runs on Ubuntu 18.04 (Linux 5.0) and
Mellanox OFED 4.6. All AIFM’s compute offloading features
are disabled. To limit available local memory size, we use
LXC container for Fastswap, kCacheGBs constant for AIFM,
and m parameter of QEMU for DiLOS. Our remote memory
server uses 1GB huge pages. Thus, we modify Fastswap’s
remote memory server to use 1GB huge pages for a fair
comparison. All implementations except for AIFM use RoCE
RDMA. We tried to port AIFM to use RDMA rather than
using TCP, but it worsens performance. We suspect there
is a scalability problem of RDMA NIC since AIFM spawns
hundreds of connections for parallel requests. Therefore, we
use the original AIFM using TCP for experiments.
Data analytic application. We evaluate the end-to-end
performance of DiLOS compared to AIFM and Fastswap. We
run a data analytic application, DataFrame [33], on each
system and use the New York City taxi trip analysis work-
load [16] as AIFM does. In our testbed configuration, this
workload requires about 40GB of peak memory usage, and
thereby we limit the size of local cache to 20GB, 10GB, and
1We use SLOCCount (for new) and git (for modification) to measure lines
of code
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Figure 3: Performance comparison among Fastswap [2], AIFM [40], DiLOS without prefetcher, DiLOS with Reada-
head prefetcher [14], DiLOS with majority trend-based prefetcher [32], and DiLOS with app-aware prefetcher.

5GB. We used the DataFrame source code provided and used
by AIFM, publicly available in [39].

Figure 3a shows the total completion time of theDataFrame
application on each system.When the local cache size is large
enough (i.e., there is no need to use remote memory), DiLOS,
as well as Fastswap, is 30% faster than AIFM. This gap stems
from preserving memory abstraction in the kernel while
AIFM proactively checks every pointer before dereferences
regardless of the use of remote memory. As the local cache
size decreases, the performance of Fastswap drops dramat-
ically (184% slowdown) due to frequent page faults. AIFM
reduces the slowdown by avoiding page faults, and it shows
1.44× higher performance than Fastswap when there is 12.5%
of required memory in local. DiLOS, on the other hand, ob-
tains comparable completion time to AIFM even without
any prefetching. With general-purpose prefetching, DiLOS
outperforms AIFM by 33%.
The results demonstrate that DiLOS achieves even bet-

ter performance than AIFM for particular workloads. We
conjecture that three factors contribute to this. First, since
DiLOS reduces page fault overheads as much as possible, it
rivals AIFM, which has zero page fault cost. Second, R/W
amplification does not happen in DataFrame. DataFrmae’s
core data structure, DataFrame, is just a collection of vectors
and thus has high spatial localities. Lastly, AIFM’s communi-
cation between computing node and memory node is based
on TCP. Even if we use the same hardware and layer-2 pro-
tocol (Ethernet), we find that AIFM’s TCP stack throttles the
eviction and fetching performance compared to RoCE.
Graphprocessing application. WeuseGAPBS (GAPBench-
mark Suite) [6] to evaluate our implementations on multi-
threaded application workload. We use two representative
algorithms, page rank (PR) and betweenness centrality (BC),
with the Twitter dataset [22]. These workloads have about
17GB of the total working set. We use GAPBS 1.3, which
is the lastly released version. For all experiments, we limit

the number of threads to 4 using OMP_NUM_THREADS and lo-
cal cache to 14.0GB (100%), 7.0GB (50%), 3.5GB (25%), and
1.75GB (12.5%).

Figure 3b and Figure 3c show the completion time of each
implementation. Unlike other experiments, DiLOS has a 22-
25% performance drawback under 100% (14GB) local cache
condition. It is because OSv has a scalability problem of
synchronization methods. However, under 12.5% (1.75GB)
local cache, DiLOS has a little higher performance on PR and
up to 1.80× faster performance on BC.
In-memory key-value data store application. We con-
duct a performance evaluation using Redis, a popular in-
memory key-value store [41]. In applications such as Redis,
the memory access pattern is highly unpredictable due to
their underlying pointer-based data structures. We use Re-
dis 5.0.7, the latest stable version at the time of the experi-
ments. We turn off Redis’s disk-related features such as AOF
and RDB to isolate memory-related performance from disk-
related tasks. We also turn off Redis’s eviction to overcommit
memory and induce eviction to remote. We evaluate the per-
formance of DiLOS with 20GB (100%), 10GB (50%), 5GB (25%),
and 2.5GB (12.5%) local cache.
We use LRANGE workload [24] for the benchmark. It uses

a quick list data structure, which stores strings in a linked-
list [44]. It is heavily used to deal with sequential data such
as thread conversation [9, 42]. We evaluate LRANGE_100 per-
formance with redis-benchmark [23], which retrieves the
front 100 elements from a list. Since vanilla redis-benchmark
uses only one list, which is not realistic in modern datacen-
ters, we modified it to use 100 thousand lists. To populate
the lists, we pushed 20 million elements (about 20GB) to the
lists randomly. Then we send LRANGE operation 100K times.

Figure 3d shows performance improvements in Redis. For
all experiments, DiLOS outperforms Fastswap. DiLOS, even
without any prefetcher, has up to 1.39× higher throughput
than Fastswap. However, general-purpose prefetchers do not
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improve LRANGE performance where the access pattern is
irregular. readahead enhances throughput only 0.5% and
trend-based somewhat worse performance 1%.

5.2 App-aware Prefetcher
To show how DiLOS uses application semantic, we add an
LRANGE prefetching guide to enhance Redis’s performance
further. The prefetching guide decides pages to retrieve using
hints from Redis’s data structures.
Redis’s LRANGE returns a set of objects from a list. For

example, LRANGE list 0 100 returns objects from index 0
to 100 in list. The range parameter is a good hint for which
pages should be prefetched. When a range query request
arrives, the prefetching guide is invoked on a page fault, and
it traverses and prefetches list nodes of the specified range.
Because list nodes are not always contiguously allocated,
sequential prefetcher does not predict them correctly. On the
other hand, the guide collects required objects to be fetched
and informs DiLOS to prefetch the objects precisely.
Figure 4 shows app-aware prefetching on range query.

When a page fault raises, the prefetcher fetches its list node
(subpage #1) along with page #1. After the subpage fetch-
ing is complete, the prefetcher fetches pages associated with
ziplist (page #3,4) and the next entry (page #2). The prefetcher
does this iteratively until the last item requested in the query.

Figure 3d shows overall performance improvements of the
app-aware prefetcher. While general-purpose prefetchers
do not have any performance improvement compared to
no-prefetch, the app-aware prefetcher improves DiLOS’s
performance up to 26%.

6 RELATEDWORK
Memory disaggregation systems. Many memory disag-
gregation systems have been proposed. Kernel-based sys-
tems using swap device [1, 12], frontswap [2, 25, 32], and

split kernel [43] have been proposed to run existing applica-
tions. Library-based systems have been introduced recently
to exploit application semantic such as GC structure [47] and
access pattern [40]. DiLOS uses a unikernel approach, which
runs unmodified applications without huge overheads and
uses application semantic to tune prefetcher.
Unikernels. Since unikernel was first introduced [28], re-
searchers have proposed two kinds of unikernels: POSIX-
based and language-based. The first one aims to support Unix
applications on a unikernel. For example, OSv [17] and Her-
miTux [34] build new unikernels to support Linux binaries,
Lupine [21] and UKL [38] convert Linux kernel to unikernel,
and Unikraft [19] generates specialized POSIX-compatible
unikernels automatically. Language-based unikernels [3, 8,
11, 28] offer a language-specific interface to build a unikernel
instance. Researchers also have introduced various systems
using unikernel for NFV [20, 31], instant booting [30, 48],
enclave [5], and HPC [26]. We choose OSv unikernel that is
mature enough and supports unmodified Linux binaries.

7 CONCLUSION
This paper claims unikernels are a promising platform for
memory disaggregation. Without compromising compati-
bility, DiLOS demonstrates superior performance than the
user-level approaches (52%) and other kernel-level systems
(120%).
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